Appendix A.
Mr. justice avosy said that, he saw nothing in t::e report zz ths
case about the defence or accident.
Sir henry cubits bennett said that it was in the hsii-nLte.
Mr.  justice avory—Yes,  to anticipate tha:  defence.
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The loex> chief justice said that he would like to sea iicw far
counsel's criticism of the case of R. v. Peering went. Chief Boron PoIIcck
held, first, that the evidence -went to show that tie death was dee to
poison, and then there was evidence to shcvr or to confirm that the death
w?s due to the same poison. There they 1,-oked to the deuth cf tha three
sons to see whether it -was by accident that the h-scani tiled 'jf siriesieal
poisoning.

Mr. justice sheasmax—To prove that the administration, if made,
was intentional.

Sir hesbt cttetis bensett—By somebody; but the evidence vrent to
show that it was the prisoner who administered it. It depends upon
whether there is system involved* or intent, when cnce they got the act
before the jury.

The learned counsel said that if the defence was. *' I did not do it,"
then the prosecution was not entitled to say, :i "Well, we are g^ing to
show that you are likely to have done it by shewing what you did in
some other case." Although the Xex Zealand case was n^t binding on
that Court, he did rely on it, because the facts were so similar.

The attob;n'ey-gexebal asked their lordships to remember that the
case was differed from in this country.

Sir hexb.y cueiis bennett continued reading: fr^az the judgment in
that case a statement that the admission cf tendered evidence defended
upon previous proof of the doing_ of the thing charged against the prisoner.
He said that he relied on the judgment in that case very much, because
it was the case which was nearest to the present case.
!Mr. justice sheae.iian—Has it been considered here? If it has been
approved of you would be in a much stronger position.

Sir henry cubtis bennett said that he did net think that it had
been dissented from. There had been a tendency in the later cases to
restrict the admissibility of evidence. He referred to the case of ShafntT
v. The Commonwealth., *lo Australian Reports, where evidence was held to be
inadmissible. That case was on the same lines as jB. v. Thorn a* Sdl^
and was quite as strong. The prisoner was indicted for the murder of
his wife by poisoning her, and there was evidence of his criminal intimacy
with the wife of S. It was held that evidence that S. had died with
the same symptoms as those of the prisoner's wife, who had been attended
by the prisoner, was inadmissible.
The learned counsel also cited the case of Ma&in v. The Aftarney-
General for New South Wales, [1894] A.C. 57, There a man and
his wife, who were baby farmers, were tried for the murder of an infant,
whose body had been buried in a garden. When found, the body was in
a state of *" decomposition. Evidence was received that other mothers had
given their babies to the prisoners, and that small premiums had been
paid, after which the babies had never been seen alive; also that the bodies
of other infants had been discovered buried; and it was held in that case
that before such evidence could be admitted there must be some evidence
connecting the prisoner with the death under investigation.
The lobd chief justice having referred counsel to a passage in the

Sir henb.y cttb.tis bennett said that they could only admit the ten-
dered evidence for three purposes, namely, to proTe intent, or to prove
that there was a system, or to rebut the defence of accident.
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